(deltaP), which is a MW volume that has been contracted, for the period of sixty (60)
minutes
Supplemental Reserves – must have the capability to provide a change in power
(deltaP), which is a MW volume that has been contracted, for the period of sixty (60)
minutes
4) Information Document Regulating Reserve ID#2013-006R and Section 205.4 sets out
the requirements for a minimum ramp rate, but there is no limit to the maximum ramp
rates. CanWEA acknowledges this ramping requirement.
5) As per Information Document Operating Reserve ID#2013-005R, the AESO’s
approach to buying operating reserve is described as block procurement and can be
purchased in four time offer blocks. A) On Peak, B) Off Peak, C) AM Super Peak and
D) PM Super Peak. The volumes procured in each of these offer blocks are consistent
across all hours in the block. Only active regulating reserve is purchased for super peak
blocks.
Is there a requirement for ESR to sustain output for more than the minimum 60
minutes in order to participate in the procurement blocks? For example, the unit would see a
1x8 product. The minimum block size is 5 MW. Would the ESR have to meet a directive for up
to 5 MW in every hour of the block? Additional clarity would be helpful. Is there a concern by
the AESO if an ESR cannot continually deliver in multiple hours of the same block as a result
of being at 100% or 0% state of charge? Acceptable Operational Reasons
1) The AESO notes that restatements can occur in limited circumstances, specifically at
100% and 0% state of charge. CanWEA acknowledges this and accepts this. This may
be appropriate for some technologies but not for others such as pumped hydro, flow
batteries.
2) If a ESR cannot meet a dispatch or directive as a result of being at 100% or 0% state of
charge, and the proponent cannot substitute another asset, is the ESR subject to claw
backs or LDs and in breach of the market rules?

2.

Are there areas of market participation or compliance with standards
that in your view need special consideration for energy storage that
are not identified in the qualification and ARS applicability
document?

As indicated above, minimum depth of discharge and maximum state of charge will require
special considerations for energy storage.
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